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VanEck lists Algorand, Terra, FTX Token, Avalanche and
Polygon ETNs on Xetra




VanEck complements its existing offering of digital assets with three new ETNs on
Algorand, Terra, the FTX Token
Additionally, it lists its existing Avalanche and Polygon ETNs on Xetra
With these initiatives, VanEck is further expanding its pioneering role in innovative
and future-oriented investment solutions

Frankfurt, 4th of April 2022 – Tomorrow asset manager VanEck will list five more crypto ETNs on
Deutsche Börse Xetra. This will be the first listing of Algorand, Terra, FTX Token, Avalanche and
Polygon ETNs on Xetra. Avalanche and Polygon ETNs were already listed on SIX Swiss Exchange.
VanEck is thus further opening up the future market of digital assets for European investors, having
already offered exchange-traded products on Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other cryptocurrencies.
VanEck now offers eleven ETNs on various cryptocurrencies, including a basket of some of the
largest cryptocurrencies, further expanding its pioneering role for innovative and future-oriented
investment solutions.
VanEck had already launched a fully collateralised ETN on Bitcoin in 2020. “As the top dog in the
crypto market, the Bitcoin ETN is a core part of our line-up. However, younger platforms in
particular offer many advantages, such as lower transaction costs or faster processes,” observes
Martijn Rozemuller, CEO at VanEck Europe. “In addition, cryptocurrencies are a good way to
diversify one's portfolio due to their low correlation to other asset classes,” Rozemuller adds. “But
the market continues to be in flux: There are now more than 10,000 different cryptocurrencies, and
no one knows which networks will be the most important in ten years.”
The most cost-effective ETN solutions for Algorand, Terra, FTX Token, Avalanche and
Polygon on the market
The five ETNs allow investors to participate in the performance of cyber currencies on an
exchange-traded basis without having to buy them directly. With total costs of 1.5 percent, VanEck
currently offers the most cost-effective solution on the market. The selection was based on seven
criteria: Uses and functionality, number of transactions, availability on exchanges, track record and
development team, as well as market cap. For the new ETNs, VanEck chose Algorand, Terra and
FTX Token:


Algorand is a scalable, decentralised and secure platform for digital currencies and smart
contracts. The platform, with its ALGO token, is the first of its kind to use a novel Pure Proof
of Stake (Pure PoS or PPoS) consensus mechanism to validate transactions as quickly as
possible. Unlike other PoS models, there is no risk of staked funds from validators or users
being cut through slashing. However malicious actors are cut on their staking rewards.
Founded by MIT professor and Turing Prize winner Silvio Micali, Algorand, unlike firstgeneration blockchain providers, completes blocks within seconds and is designed to

enable instant transaction execution. Basically, the Algorand Foundation, a non-profit
organisation based in Singapore, is pursuing the ambitious goal of removing all technical
obstacles that hinder the commercial breakthrough of blockchain technology.


The Terra network with the “LUNA” token as its native cryptocurrency is the leading
decentralised and open-source blockchain protocol for payment solutions. Using a
combination of open-market arbitrage incentives and decentralised Oracle voting, it
generates stablecoins that can consistently track the price of any fiat currency. Users can
spend, save, trade or exchange Terra stablecoins instantly, all on the Terra blockchain. The
holders of the LUNA token have a right of co-determination and receive bonuses for using
stablecoins. Terra has been in existence since 2018, and the co-founder and CEO of
Terraform Labs is the Korean Do Kwon. His goal is to build an entirely new financial system
with the Terra Blockchain ecosystem.



The FTX token (“FTT”) has been the native utility token of the FTX trading platform since
July 2019. It is available for staking and offers attractive benefits and discounts to holders.
This gives FTT users a voice in new developments and voting related to the FTX trading
exchange, which has been in place since April 2019. Among their supporters is Alameda
Research, one of the largest trading firms in the world, with a daily trading volume of
between USD 600 million and USD 1 billion. The FTX exchange focuses on cryptocurrency
derivatives trading, creating a platform by and for traders. FTX is developing rapidly and has
made a name for itself, especially with the addition of new features at a tremendous pace,
increasingly leaving the competition behind. What's more, FTX already has more liquidity
than any other futures exchange in the crypto scene.

The response from investors is very positive: Asset manager VanEck already raised USD
226 million for its first crypto ETN launched back in 2020, the VanEck Bitcoin ETN1. The VanEck
Ethereum ETN launched in March 2021 and is now worth more than USD 100 million. In the fall of
2021, additional ETNs on the digital assets Solana, TRON and Polkadot followed. Together, they
have already reached assets under management of more than USD 100 million. VanEck Europe’s
crypto ETNs have USD 476 million in assets combined.
More information on VanEck's crypto ETNs can be found here: https://www.vaneck.com/crypto-etn
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About VanEck:
VanEck has been driven by innovation and stood for intelligent, prescient investment strategies ever since its
founding in 1955. As an asset manager, it currently manages some 83 billion US dollars 2 worldwide, including
exchange-traded funds (ETF), active funds and institutional accounts.
With over 100 ETFs around the world, the investment firm offers a comprehensive portfolio covering
numerous sectors, asset classes and smart beta strategies. VanEck was one of the first asset managers to
offer investors access to global markets. It has consistently aimed at identifying new trends and asset
classes, such as gold investments in 1968, emerging markets in 1993 and ETFs in 2006, an approach that is
still shaping the entire investment sector today.
Headquartered in New York City, VanEck maintains locations around the globe, including offices in Frankfurt,
Madrid, Zurich, Amsterdam, Sydney and Shanghai.
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For more information about VanEck and its funds, go to www.vaneck.com

Important Disclosures
For informational and advertising purposes only.
This information originates from VanEck (Europe) GmbH, Kreuznacher Strasse 30, 60486 Frankfurt am Main, Germany. It is intended
only to provide general and preliminary information to investors and shall not be construed as investment, legal or tax advice.
VanEck (Europe) GmbH and its associated and affiliated companies (together “VanEck”) assume no liability with regards to any
investment, divestment or retention decision taken by the investor on the basis of this information. Views and opinions expressed
are current as of the date of this information and are subject to change with market conditions. Certain statements contained herein
may constitute projections, forecasts and other forward looking statements, which do not reflect actual results. VanEck makes no
representation or warranty, express or implied regarding the advisability of investing in securities or digital assets generally or in the
product mentioned in this information (the “Product”) or the ability of the underlying Index to track the performance of the relevant
digital assets market.
The underlying Index is the exclusive property of MV Index Solutions GmbH, which has contracted with CryptoCompare Data Limited
to maintain and calculate the Index. CryptoCompare Data Limited uses its best efforts to ensure that the Index is calculated
correctly. Irrespective of its obligations towards the MV Index Solutions GmbH, CryptoCompare Data Limited has no obligation to
point out errors in the Index to third parties.
Investing is subject to risk, including the possible loss of principal up to the entire invested amount. You must read the prospectus
and KID before investing. The Prospectus is available at www.vaneck.com.
No part of this material may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without express written permission
of VanEck.
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